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Introduction: Regimes and Risks
"There is a recession when your neighbor loses his job.
A depression when you lose yours
and recovery comes when the ruler loses his own."
R. Reagan; cited by Greenspan (2008, p.3)

Geoeconomics and its complement: geopolitics, have faced, in the final
three decades of the twentieth century and in the first two of the twenty-first
century, critical changes, derived from those that occurred since 1900, which
have kept humanity in general, and political leaders in particular, in suspense, by
observing the obsolescence of paradigms on the use of the material resources of
the planet (the economy) and on the processes of control (politics) demanding
reflections from philosophers and, from scientists and technocrats, explanations
and solutions Effective (achievement of purposes) and Efficient (minimization of
waste in the use of resources); because the concepts of thermodynamics and
entropy, point out that the resources used leave "ashes and smoke"; and that
time, or the clock of history, has no going back.
What strategy should be put in place?
How to unify criteria for decision-making that maintain a satisfactory
survival of humanity?
We do not claim to have the definitive answers to such vital questions; but
we hope to clear, to some degree, the uncertainty; drawing on the credible
achievements of the scholars who have gone before us; and by examining the
factors that, in recent years, seem to have an influence on the future, by focusing
on a short time horizon: the year 2025.
To do this, we will begin by recalling, in a brief synthesis, the description
of the long road traveled to the present. Then we will specify the theoretical
framework that will serve for the situational diagnosis; and we will conclude with
the description of the geoconomic and geopolitical scenario that we foresee;
recording the difficulties of the interpretation/understanding; to the extent that,
focused on the immediate symptoms: the macroeconomic data for the period
2017-2021; and considering the interests of the determining agents, who are
generally pressured by the "conjunctural urgencies" ignore the conditioning
factors of the processes involved in the context of the long-term "schizophrenia
syndrome", instead of considering, the risk of impairing the well-being achieved
2

by the social whole ... and the possibilities of improving it, by considering the
importance of the value of progress, which humanity respects from the Neolithic
to the present.
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I) The road traveled until the mid-twentieth century
"Quae philosophie fuit, historia facta est"
Seneca (50-65 AD.C.)

There is a general consensus, in accepting that the engine of the history of the
transformation of primitive human societies: gatherers and hunters; they survived
through the repeated use of physical force and fear: thrown objects, screams and
messages from the aggressors, of being associated with "mythical" (not visible)
beings who would control astronomical, geodesic and atmospheric events
(eclipses, earthquakes, thunderstorms and floods) to convince the opponent
circumstances, to accept the leadership and dominance of the victor, in "epic"
combat. to use the resources of a particular territory and the people settled
there1; building, initially, cultural/economic/political micro units, in the Neolithic
era, to form "autocratic empires", on the banks of great rivers: Euphrates and
Tigris in the Middle East; Nile, in Africa overlooking the Mediterranean; and
Ganges and Yellow in India and China.
In 1979, I. Wallerstein2 describes and analyzes what happened in the European
peninsula, as a builder of an economic order, imposed on the world since the
fifteenth century AD.C.; following a four-phase process:

a) 1450-1650: Under Spanish-German rule (the Habsburgs) in limited, but
growing, contact with the Ottoman, Russian and Indian dominions; which
also grouped the Chinese and Japanese territories; with bimetallic
monetary system: gold/silver;

b) 1650-1870:

Initially,

led

economically

by

the

Netherlands

and

militarily/politically, committed to the aspirations of England and France, to
inherit/subsist, the Spanish-German hegemony; since the creation of the
Bank of England, international payments have been concentrated in gold;

c) 1870-1914: With "global economy" centered in England; that it controlled:
commercially and financially, the production of raw materials, in the form
1
2

See, among others, M. Landman (1961) Philosophical Anthropology, Edit. UTEHA, Mexico
Aut. Cit. (1979) The Capitalism World Economy. Edit. Cambridge University Press
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of colonies and small nation states "politically independent", although
"fearful" of military/naval power, British, and with a fiat currency banking
system with central banking similar to the Bank of England;

d) 1914-1972: After the First and Second World Wars, economic, political and
military hegemony shifts to the victors of world War II: the United States
and the USSR... This phase, extended until 2021, is the one that we will
study under the guidance of the theoretical framework that we expose in
the following section.
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II) Elements of Contemporary Economic/Political Dynamics
The logical/methodological referent considers lapses and institutions 3 to key
macro actors: States monopolizing military force; Ideological institutions:
producers and defenders of paradigms of social behavior (doctrines); Companies
or institutions processing primary material goods, (m. p.) and Political parties or
associations of persons defending specific interests; considered by them as
"essential", for the collective well-being of the Nation4.
In the period 1925-1945, the "mobilization of citizens" followers of the
leadership of the political parties or "taking of the urban streets" in the different
National States became widespread in the political sphere; characterized,
economically, by gradients of industrialization or production of "processed"
consumer goods; supplemented by provisions for agricultural goods for direct
consumption

(basic

elements

of

the

real

economy);

processes

supported/assisted, by monetary/credit activities (finance in generic terms) that
allow to assign a measurable, abstract valuation, of the income from the relations
of production/distribution of material goods, (nominal economy) and the returns
of social relations in the production process (q, w)5 or capital dynamics; including
human capital; at the same time that the cultural institutions provide scientific and
technical knowledge6 and ethical/moral standards, which govern the conduct of
the population.
It is up to the State/Government to maintain order (harmony) between
individuals and their political groups (political parties) supported by the monopoly
of the use of weapons or physical violence.
The time horizon of our analysis covers four periods: 1925-1945; 1945-1975;
1975-2000 and 2000-2020; characterizing them:

3

We call institutions the organizational structures that manage the formal power of attorney:
State/government and Civil Society/parties, executors of strategies/policies, effective in time and space,
arising from agreements/disagreements, between "coordinators/representatives" of governments and
political parties; called by A. Salbuchi (2007, pp. 41-55) holders of the real power; whose relevant
characteristic is to seek to protect itself from the ups and downs of public opinion. To do this, they
construct discrete (ad hoc) organizations (see also R. Gardner 1944).
4
Nation is the population mass self-identified by shared symbols according to E. Canetti 1977 (pp. 165184).
5
(q) = profit and (w) = wages
6
Standards for the processing of material goods or raw materials obtained directly from nature.
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i) According to the criteria of management of the production/distribution of
the real economy, including international trade;
ii) Identification of the predominant paradigm (economic doctrine) for its
implementation as a policy, of the State (politics);
iii) Political regime or social control used;
iv) Influence of the "politics" used by industrialized countries (GPI), or of the
external front on the economic policy dynamics of the countries that
provide raw materials (ENP).

That said, it allows us to examine planetary history as a result of "systemic"
interaction.7 in the manner of Wallerstein (1979) of the events recorded in the
different Nation States.

In summary, the conceptual scheme "Balance and risks of power" (Fig. # 1) that
we use, obeys the following logical-methodological hypotheses:

1) Impulses, innovations or changes within each subsystem (economic,
political and cultural) lose their potential to produce changes in the total
system (entropy) when assimilated;

2) Changes, within a subsystem, accelerate/delay, the assimilation of those
produced in the rest (synergy) being summable, algebraically, the
entropic/megaentropic effects, as with catalysts in chemical processes.
3) Since assimilated changes are not reversible, additional innovations are
required to give continuity to social progress;

4) Thus, innovations in the generation of knowledge and in the
communication process are of the utmost importance, when evaluating the

7

A reference of the convenience of interrelated interpretation (systemic or complex vision / is found in
T.E. Carrillo Batalla (1989) combined with the dialectical analysis of Hegel (1927) rescuing its original
version, without restricting it to the contributions of Marx-Engels (1846) or clash of interests; for this
entails a fallacy of composition (oversimplified) since an essential characteristic of the human being is to
integrate in his behavior, elements and psychic processes (emotions and will) with the inherited material
and cultural conditioning factors.
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entropic effects of physical violence on political processes.8 considering
the "scope of E. Cassirer"9 relating to the restrictive power of "fear" of the
consequences of all innovations.

5) We assume that social behavior can be evaluated as an average of
individual behaviors; as the "abstract nominal" values of the economic acts
of the various actors are accepted in the economic sphere, and

6) Thus, the following graphic schemes #1 and #2, constructed according to
the graphic scheme of the Venn-Euler mathematics10 for the study of Set
Theory, it allows to account for the complex interaction of the conditions of
the Balance of Power and between the influence of the different agents in
the negotiations necessary for the construction of the National Strategy,
when considering the particular interests of the State/Government; the
Armed Forces; political parties; companies producing goods and services;
and Cultural Institutions, including the generation of innovations in the
fields of science and technology, and the interaction of each with the
international financial and monetary system.

8

Individual interactions are concretized in collective acts/actions, through the will of organized groups,
according to R. Hall (1977) with influence (power) of a bipolar nature, according to E. Canetti (1977).
9
See Aut. Cit, (1955) The Science of Culture, FCE, breviary No. 40.
10
Auts. Cits (1889) Symbolic/Inductive Logic and C.I. Lewis (2015) A Survey of Symbolic Logic. Amazon
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Figure No. 1
Balance and Risks of Power
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Figure No. 2

Participants in the Processes
of Negotiation of the National Strategy
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III)

Conditions and Scenarios of the Geo-economic and Geo-political
situation until 2025
"An economist examines a crisis in the
same way that a doctor approaches an infectious
pathology: both learn... watching what happens
when things are not normal."
J. Stiglitz
Free Fall (2010, p. 14)

1. The global order and its challenges
As J. Attali (1981) explains in his book "Les trois mondes"11 the transfer of
hegemony from England to the United States, in the span (1914-1965) was based
on the greater coverage of the American automobile industry, under the
leadership of H. Ford, and the satisfaction of the financing needs of the First
World War, which makes New York the main source; taking away from London
(The City) the financial pre-eminence; as evidenced by the increase (100%) in
the operations of the New York Stock Exchange between 1950 and 1960 (Attali,
op. cit. p. 255)12.
But at the end of the sixth decade of the twentieth century, industrial
production, by incorporating the technological innovations developed during
World War II, and the reconstruction of Western Europe, with the financial
assistance of the United States, saturated the markets for processed consumer
goods and raised the costs of raw materials from ENPs; in particular
hydrocarbons, reducing profitability, the need for new investments and the
demand for labor, except for the very specialized.
Thus, with the brake of the components of the real economy, barely
compensated by the indebtedness, the economic and political order; evidenced
by the reduction in the relative value of currencies, and with the fall in purchasing
power (inflationary process) detracting from the credibility of the functioning
of democracy; becoming what has been said in the global tensions of the late
twentieth century with the particular characteristics (trends and rupture) in each
of the GPI and ENP.

11
12

Ibid.: Fayard Edit. (pp. 247-276) Paris.
Ibid.: Santillana Editores Generales, Mexico/Madrid.
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Here we must warn that when Attali (1981) refers to the "three worlds", the
first corresponds to GPIs; the second with the ENP, with population volume
between 20 and 50 million inhabitants and that the third corresponds to States
with a population of up to 20 million, which export agricultural and mining
products, with the aggravating factor that export raises the price of food for the
local population. In short, it aggravated poverty in the symptomatic picture of the
ENPs. Hence, for the purposes of a global economic description, we consider our
dual classification sufficient.
But, in relation to the political sphere, the general picture focused on the
Clashes between states with democratic republican regimes and liberal economic
order and states with autocratic regimes and economic order of state capitalism
(Socialist), both located in the GPI category, there is a third group of nonaligned13 with light industrialization (processed consumer goods and an
important rural population dedicated to agriculture and the intermediate
distribution sector; which imprints particular conditions on the dynamics of capital
in the internal front of the ENPs, in addition to the strong restrictions received
from the international financial monetary sphere, which have been synthesized in
the banking adage, according to Morad and I. Silverschimdt (2010 p. 18).
"Assets evaporate and liabilities accumulate."
This allows us to describe the sequence: fall in yields, brake or cessation of
lending activity and creation of ad-hoc financial innovations14, to face conjunctural

13

Let us remember that at the end of the nineteenth century, the hegemony or "Pax Britanica", with free
trade and world banking expansion with center in London, allowed to build the "European industrial
imperialism", to emerge, free of conflicts external to American industrial capitalism, until the First World
War; leading to the collapse of "Continental Europe"; because the reduction of world prices when peace
was signed in 1918, gives rise to financial overinvestion in the United States and given the impossibility of
increasing the supply of gold, as a central element of payments, drowned the hitherto British financial
power. The subsequent war of tariffs and devaluations led to World War II (1938-1945), the end of which
left a productive economy. supplier of world markets with international payments centered on the US
dollar, with a competitive political pole in the USSR, built on the spoils of Nazi Germany, whose ideological
disagreements with China weakened the geopolitical power of both, leaving Washington the
management of the Oil dollar tong.
14
Among these innovations, as is well known, are: i) the "call loans" where banks supply 90% of the
resources for the acquisition of securities and the buyer 10%. These operations were made with interests
close to 10%; (ii) "Trust/Holding Companies", as managers, also known as "Shadow Bankers" and; iii)
insurance for the recovery of credits with the "Credit default swaps". Hence, finally to face solvency and
liquidity problems in the banks and try to return to "prudent banking" or "sad bankers" the modifications
of credit standards known as: Bale, I, II and III were promoted.
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situations; as recorded, in the ninth decade of the twentieth century, A.
Greenspan in his book The Age of Turbulence (2008) by pointing out how the
accumulation of financial assets involve higher risks; because those who
participate as buyers in the bolsistic operations and request bank credit support,
produce the speculative rise of values (in the bolsistic jargon: "onslaught of the
bulls") followed by the weak situation of bank balance sheets outside the
prudential rules, which lead to the urgency of liquidating financial assets
("appearance of the bears") that can only be contained,

partially, by the

assistance of central banks; and, ultimately, by the national treasury, to minimize
the risk of bank collapse.
Let's say, to summarize what has happened to date (October 2021) that, as
Z. Minton, B. editor-in-chief of The Economist (serial issue of the third quarter of
2021) points out, the Global geopolitics and geoeconomics face changes in factor
dynamics, which will continue to operate in the short and medium term.
Indeed, the process of commercial globalization carries "lead in its wings";
telematics is accelerating and the emergence of the pneumonia pandemic (called
Covid-19) plus global climate warming, represent challenges for politicians in
different States; because solutions are required with varying doses of boldness
and wisdom.
In this regard, it should be noted that world trade Faces to the ideological
liberalism of the United States, as the neo-marketerism of Trump, with the China's
pragmatism; that it encroached on markets for finished goods for consumption,
supported by foreign investment from the West; allowing you to "brag", with the
re-invention of the "Silk Road": with maritime variant and financial assistance from
the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) founded in 2014, to important
countries of the ENP, where Africa and India, bureaucratically suffocated,
constitute the first objective... while still "tempting" South America, geopolitical
backer, along with Western Europe, of the United States, in its continued
confrontation with a erratic Russia, under Putin, which has "renewed" the
hegemonic aspirations of the defunct USSR.
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Thus, the tensions evoked15, constitute the basis of the geopolitical scenario
to be built, to accompany it with the trends and ruptures of the economic base,
based on the theoretical conditions presented in Section II; without intending to
exhaust it, taking into account the multidisciplinary teams that its implementation
entails; making up for its absence with the results of similar studies, reflected in
table "A" below, where the main events and policies applied in the period 19172021 appear.

15

See Table A, for details
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TABLE A
GEOPOLITICS IN THE TRANSITION FROM THE TWENTIETH TO THE
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

Territorial Temporary
Division Lapses
of the
Planet

Areas of
Activities

Markets

Great
Industrial
Powers and
Population of
Hundreds of
Millions (GPI)
(North)

Global Exchange
or Conditions
(External Front)
for Small Nation
States (ENP)

ihngimhnrimoC
muanihaC
.uahna

Economic Theory
and Policy Basic
Authors

Small
National
States (ENP)
Producers
and Exporters
of Raw
Materials
(MP) and
Population
until tens of
millions
(South)

Restrictions of
the forehead
external

ENP Responses
Curb GPIs
Economic policy
dynamics of the
ENPs

1925-1945

1945-1973

1973-1998

1998-2020

Universal
Depression (192930) Oil essential
commodity. Control
of oil areas by usa
and England:
Achnacarry
Agreement (1928)

tnimCergnnanihC-.U.U
rihgroCroClortmoC
Oil Oversupply
.y ouCmidCanthCtuC
Creation of GATT
1986. Energy crisis .U.UCpnimianmoCny trgnm
1947. Creation
1974. Collapse of
of OPEC 1960
OPEC and the
effective control
USSR. Maastricht
of exporters from
Agreement 1982.
1968. End of U.S.
Financial
Oil Independence
exuberance/future
1971
operations.

Change from the
"gold standard" to
the dollar standard.
"$ as good as gold"

"$ as good as $.
Bretton Woods
Agreement 1945

Paradigmatic fiscal
balance. Fiscal
expenditure: arbiter
of inflation and
unemployment.
Keynes/Hicks/Philips

"Post Keynesian"
doubts. Marshall
Plan. Mundell,
Malinvaud,
Debreu

Offer of public
currency with metal
backing. Credit
based on interest
rate / with Libor as a
guide.

Generalized
Central Bank;
similar to BRF
and England

Irruption of the
popular vote: "the
street". Politicaleconomic liberalism.
Production of raw
material by
concessions and
"surplus value"
regime.

Parties: essential
for democracy
"Two Party
System".
government
"public choice"
and civil society
"social choice".
Homo
economicus =
homo politicus"

Floating of the $
or end of the
"Bretton Woods"
Agreement
Jamaica
Agreement 1976.
Agreements of the
Square 1985 and
the Louvre 1987
International
liquidity
management.
Washington
Consensus 1989.
Allais, Attali,
Brezinski, De
Grauwe

States without control
of operations to
"future. Bolsistic Crisis
2000

Lost decade 1973.
Risk of Bank
Insolvency and
Fiscal Fragility:
Growing External
Debt

Inflationary
knot/International
Speculation. Fiscal
break-even. Financial
despotism.

Governance and
governance.
Country risk.

The Treasury: ultimate
support for banking.
States without control
of labor exclusion.
Structural inflation.
Krugman, EdwarsStiglitz Silverschmidt,
Priestland.

Democracy at risk.
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2. The actors of Geopolitics and Geoeconomics
At the end of the fifteenth century when the family alliances of the multiple
and tiny centers of power left by the fall of the Roman Empire: they are building
the monarchical states of Europe (agglomeration of territories and subjugated
inhabitants) creating "dynastic interests"; while the use of astronomical
knowledge allows navigation on the high seas, by overcoming the fear of sailing
without "land in sight", in the Iberian Peninsula the "marriage" of the princesses
of Castile and Aragon with an English prince, frustrating the union with Portugal,
lay the foundations of Western geopolitics until the present.
Indeed, when Charles V of Habsburg became king of Castile and Aragon and
arbiter of the confrontations against the "rebellious Protestants" of the central
European principalities when accessing the "Imperial Throne" (1516) displacing
the French and English suitors, with the financing of the German bankers,
Portugal and England established a close monetary commercial relationship
(Treaty of Methuen) through which Portugal pays with the gold from its Brazilian
colony the supply of goods manufactured in England as the shipment of wines is
insufficient.
Thus, throughout the seventeenth century most of the surplus of Brazilian
mining activity financed the English industrial revolution and that coming from
Mexico and Peru the Central European conflicts (Peace of Westphalia)
preventing Spain from retaining hegemony and France from accessing it; which
finally passed to England, until the First World War, in the first decade of the
twentieth century, while the Ottoman/Turkish Empire (created in 1639) and the
Russian tsarism (semi-religious government) emerged in 1613 crumbling.
In geoeconomic terms, with the creation of the Bank of England, with gold
standard, the obsolescence of the Bimetallic (silver/gold) Spanish-German
monetary system of international payments is accentuated, formally replaced,
with the Bretton Wood agreements in 1945, at the end of the Second World War.
Finally, let us emphasize that although the USSR participates in the monetary
agreement, it functions in its area of political and economic influence with its
currency, the ruble and without private banking... So will its Chinese ally, so the
financial impact of stock exchanges and interest rates will be marginal in Russia
16

and China, feeling the effects of globalization through the exchange rate,
according to the evolution of the exchange rate.
Hence, the economic events and policies of the twentieth century are
presented, summarized in Table A; and the statistical circumstances for the end
of 2021 in Table B.

TABLE B
THE WORLD BETWEEN 2007 AND 2021

Decentralized
Capitalism
Ý
1.75%
$/d
123
Ṕ
2%
Ú
2.3%
MTB/Y
125%
Rg
1.8%
Ch
1

Centralized
Capitalism
5.2%
30
5.4%
3.5%
n.a.
5.95%
-300%

Mixed Capitalism
Australasia and
Oil Exporters Southeast Asia
2.7%
1.5%
36
137
11%
2.15%
7.0%
10.3%
17.0%
41.0%
4.0%
6.0%
-30%
-35%

South
America
3.0%
25
6.0%
8.5%
50.0%
11.0%
-500%

Sub-Saharan
Africa
1.0%
6
12.5%
5%
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Notes: Ý: GDP growth
Ṕ: Inflation
Ú: Unemployment
BTT/Y: Fiscal indebtedness
Rg: Long-term interest rate
Ch: Devaluation of the national currency against the US dollar
Source: Own estimates based on data from The Economic, World Almanac 2011
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IV.

Facing the riddles
"Value is what people perceive"
A. Greenspan (2008, p. 48)

Humanity has always been captivated by the possibility of looking to the
future: even in Classical Greece, initiator of "nationalism" whose generals went
to the "oracle of Delphi" to foresee the outcome of their military adventures.
This, in the contemporary world, became the processes of "consultations with
experts" in the various activities and ordered the possible/probable options by
measurements of coincidences with software-casual. In our case, as we said in
the preceding section, the historical examination allows us to infer trends and
ruptures, by linking it with the programs of intentions of political leaders... under
the assumption that they deserve reliability... by reviewing the coincidences
between statements and acts... although, often such coincidences are few...
according to the results of public opinion... for this reason, electoral offers are
usually called "populism", which are difficult to fulfill because they do not have the
resources to undertake the necessary actions.
This reflection takes us back to the economy, whose conditions we
summarize in Table "A" and we must now refer to macroeconomic figures and
their association with applied theories and policies.
The primary source is constituted by the figures and official reports of States
and international organizations, being published regularly in The Economist,
where we go the analysts who do not have the numerous auxiliaries that, as we
have already said, requires the application of theoretical frameworks equivalent
to the one outlined in section II of this essay; which Check, Updated and
Synthesizes the evidences and conclusions presented in Asker Hasan, K. (2020)
Third Generation Finance and Foreign Investment and Mata Mollejas, L. (2018)
Capitalisms and Socialisms and (2017) Consequences of Neo-Imperialism.
Let's say then as a synthesis that constitutes the economic/political basis of
the scenario for 2025 that:
The GPI countries of the Western world, with capitalism under liberal republican
rule present:
18

1) Variations in national income growth rates similar to demographic ones,
so unemployment rates correspond to the "frictional" with magnitude (+) of
3% and per capita income in $days descending $d 117 in 2017 and $d 75
in 2019.
2) Slight variations in trade and capital balances with mild devaluation in
relation to the international monetary standard.
3) Variation of the long-term interest rate associated with the movements of
the yields of the securities listed on the Stock Exchanges.
The GPI Countries, with state capitalism and authoritarian political regime have
had the following results:
1) Stability of Per capita income in $d 31 and 31 in 2017-2019 although it had
high rates of growth of National Income having as a starting point at the
end of the Second World War low incomes due to forced industrialization
in the case of Russia16 and essentially agricultural production in China.
2) Positive trade balance balances in Russia, associated with the export of
hydrocarbons and in China associated with the export of processed
consumer goods, based on very low wages compared to the industrialized
countries of the West.
3) Exchange rate changes related to oil revenues (Russia) and foreign capital
inflows (China).
4) Variations in the long-term interest rate to the extent of fiscal commitments
to assist domestic banks, focused on intensive infrastructure programs in
China.
ENP countries, in general they have submitted:
1) Loss of importance of domestic markets from the seventh decade of the
twentieth century once the phase of industrialization substitute for imports
was completed. Although it maintains a growth in per capita income $d 20
in 2017 and $d 30 in 2019.
2) Unemployment and Inflation with rates close to relatively high population
growth.

16

Focused on the military industry.
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3) Impairment of the value of the national currency in terms of purchasing
power and external exchange in terms of changes in exported primary
products and falls in the RIN to be paid to the external debt, with repeated
financial crises from 1980 to the present, and
4) Raising long-term interest rates, compromising the liquidity and solvency
of the national banking system.
The consequences of everything said worldwide are:
1. The growth of material production is structurally low and the war of
customs tariffs between China and the United States does not favor the
expansion of international trade.
2. The growth of computer facilities made this sector a recipient of
speculative funds; which concentrates on the politically opposed U.S. and
Chinese production hotspots, and
3. The contribution to the growth of economic activity in Western Europe is
worn out between the internal struggle in "its North" more industrialized
than the Mediterranean front; which, in recent times, has seen its
domestic policy aggravated by immigration repressed, conflictively, from
a middle East convulsed, due to its political-religious differences; although
its surplus funds of oil origin are placed in London, which it takes
advantage of to maintain the stability of its currency, with relative
economic independence from the tense European Union; allowing
London to remain Washington's main ally on the political front.
The conclusions regarding the interaction of geoeconomics and geopolitics are:
1°)

Political factors are entropic at the level of Asian GPI countries and in all
ENPs, and that

2°)

Financial factors are entropic in Western GPIs in most ENPs; except those
who own third-generation banking.

A brief final reflection is therefore necessary: it would seem necessary for
professional politicians to devote a few hours of meditation on economic
complexity, so as not to submit to the opinion, more often than not, with
conjunctural value, to the opinion of their closest advisers; and economist
20

colleagues should not forget that the end of history will not come as long as we
are willing to divulge the idea that having more is not the only value to consider.

21
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